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Visual Media Technology is a Computer Animation Training InstituteVisual Media Technology is a Computer Animation Training Institute
providing professional training in Graphics, Animation, Multimedia andproviding professional training in Graphics, Animation, Multimedia and
Fashion Designing in CAD. It has successfully carved a niche for itself inFashion Designing in CAD. It has successfully carved a niche for itself in
the competitive world of technology by providing quality education andthe competitive world of technology by providing quality education and
placement opportunities to the students. The prime objective of theplacement opportunities to the students. The prime objective of the
computer animation school is to provide excellent and comprehensivecomputer animation school is to provide excellent and comprehensive
training to the students who want a career in the world of Multimedia,training to the students who want a career in the world of Multimedia,
Web, and Fashions. Our instructors are industry professionals whoWeb, and Fashions. Our instructors are industry professionals who
have worked on feature films, commercials, print and digital media. Wehave worked on feature films, commercials, print and digital media. We
know that it is not the technology that drives results, but the artist.know that it is not the technology that drives results, but the artist.
Therefore, our instructors are industry professionals with traditionalTherefore, our instructors are industry professionals with traditional
backgrounds who started using the technology to bring theirbackgrounds who started using the technology to bring their
imaginations to life. Visual Media Technology, Institute of Advancedimaginations to life. Visual Media Technology, Institute of Advanced
Animation is an innovative training facility that stresses the importanceAnimation is an innovative training facility that stresses the importance
of creativity in computer graphics. We believe, that while technologyof creativity in computer graphics. We believe, that while technology
offers new tools to create your visions, it is our ultimate goal to allowoffers new tools to create your visions, it is our ultimate goal to allow
you to interact transparently with the software.you to interact transparently with the software.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/visual-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/visual-
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